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ON A FEMALE NAME 
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The undoubtedly Gaulish personal name Loucita, attested in the Norico-Pannonian onomas-
tic area, is particularly interesting from the point of view of its word formation. Unambiguous 
parallels for such a derivative are diffi  cult to fi nd in Celtic onomastic material, the only possible 
but very uncertain candidate being a Goidelic river name Ἀργίτα, recorded by Ptolemy. Outside 
of Celtic, the name of a Germanic seeress Vel(a)eda, if it goes back to *u̯elētā- (which is a prob-
able but not the only possibility), is a potential case in point, which would then unavoidably 
imply that Loucita < *leu̯k-ēt-ā- must somehow be based on the oblique stem with a generalised 
length of the suffi  xal vowel (*leu̯k-ēt-) taken over from the nominative singular, where it was 
inherited. Since the category of lexicalised, synchronically unproductive dethematic *-et-stems 
in Celtic typically displays exactly that phenomenon, this etymological interpretation cannot be 
dismissed as ultimately improbable. Another reasonable possibility, however, would be to start 
from a feminine abstract *lou̯k-i-/*leu̯k-i- ‘brightness, lustre’ (itself based on the thematic 
possessive adjective *leu̯k-ó- by external derivation), to which Loucita could then represent 
a barbātus-type adjectival derivative *leu̯k-i-to- ‘having lustre,’ exactly parallel to the type seen 
in Indo-Iranian colour adjectives. It is argued that the latter type probably does not represent 
thematic possessives of t-abstracts to i-stem adjectives but, contrary to the communis opinion, 
rather goes back to to-possessives of i-stem abstracts. Under both analyses, however, the name 
is an important addition to the Proto-Indo-European type of derivative in *-ito-, so far unam-
biguously identifi ed only within Indo-Iranian. 
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1. The evaluation of attestations
There are three attestations of the Gaulish female name *Lou̯kı̆̄tā dispersed around 

the Norico-Pannonian onomastic area, each respective occurrence being a hapax. One 
fi nds  [CIL, 3, 5289 = RICA, 318] in Hudinja (Slovenija),  [AIJ, 239 = 
RINMS, 146 = ILSl, 1, 87] in Mlada Gora by Šmarjeta (Slovenija), and  [CIL, 
3, 14351] at Aquincum. These probably represent variants of one and the same Gaulish 
prototype and it is tempting to see them as instances of progressively younger phonetic 
shape: starting from  /lou̯ktā/ with the diphthong inherited from Proto-Celtic 
intact,  must logically represent its already monophthongised variant /lōkı̆̄tā/, 
which then in  would show up already raised to a long ū (the process thus 
superfi cially matching the Proto-British shift in the back-vowel series) [cf. Meid, 2005, 
274]. One should be careful, however, in making a prima facie assumption in the latter 
case. It is indeed true that sporadic instances of Gaulish monophthongisation of Proto-
Celtic *ou̯ to what surfaces in the written sources as ‹o› = /ō/ are rather characteristic 
of Gaulish toponymy and anthroponymy in the Norico-Pannonian area — consider 
cases such as the second element of compound names in -bona, which must surely con-
tinue *bhou̯H2-neH2- ‘dwelling (place)’ [see e.g. Bichlmeier, 2015, ft. 15], or instances 
such as  beside  [CIL, 3, 5247, 10795]. What we are witnessing 
in such cases must either be a sound change in statu nascendi or a language stage with 
an already completed process of monophthongisation but with a few recalcitrant items 
still exhibiting the old diphthong in the context of the appellative sphere, which is 
well-known for exhibiting a protracted reaction to the changes in the non-appellative 
language core. The fi rst scenario is, of course, much more likely, also given the fact 
that the ou-variants do not seem to point to lexicalisations of any kind. It is far from 
certain, however, that  itself indeed represents the youngest developmental stage 
of this name and thus defi nitely points to an apparent push chain in the back-vowel 
series in “Eastern” Gaulish of approximately the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, especially 
in light of the fact that the latter monument does not seem to be younger than the ones 
still featuring a diphthong (or, for that matter, its still unraised monophthongal product). 
As far as can be glimpsed from the available material, there are no other unambiguous 
examples of an early Gaulish merger of long ō with ū in this area.

The case that could potentially be adduced in support of an early raising in the back-
vowel series is the place-name Crucio (TP, 4/2), today Groblje pri Šentjerneju (Slove-
nia). But there is absolutely nothing that would force one to connect the name directly 
to the likes of Welsh crug ‘hill(ock)’ and Irish crúach ‘id.,’ as there is no positive evi-
dence that Celtic *krou̯ko- did have a possessive i̯o-adjective by its side1 and the stem 
*kreu̯-k- is not diagnostically Celtic at all. It is very likely that *kr(e) u-k- vel sim. 

 1 Note here that British Pennocrucio has compound-induced suffi  xation and is therefore completely 
uninformative in this respect.
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is indeed what is hiding behind the place-name at question, but it certainly does not have 
to be etymologised as part of the Celtic toponomastic legacy, let alone point to a full-
grade root [see Repanšek, 2016, 189–191]. Neither is the Norican pair of personal names 

 (Šentvid na Glini) [lupa, 2353] and  (Poetovio) [CIL, 3, 4083] helpful 
in any meaningful way, as their etymology is unknown, and even if the names did belong 
together,  could of course theoretically represent the zero-grade variant. Bringing 
in the not unlikely possibility that  may also quite easily owe its ‹u› to Latinisa-
tion, either by reinterpretation or phonetic substitution, or that it either contains the zero 
grade of *leu̯k- or else has been infl uenced by appellatives that undoubtedly go back 
to such derivatives, caution is advised in including this example among the evidence 
for possible early raising of Gaulish *ō. Regardless of the source of the ‹u›, however, 

 still probably — and at least indirectly — adds up to the attestations of Gaul. 
*Lou̯ktā.

The latter is interesting for a rather diff erent reason, however, which is its unique 
word formation. Since *Lou̯ktā is a monothematic name and its root-etymology is 
more than obvious, one could fi rst think of a hypocoristic derivative to the widespread 
Celtic element *lou̯ko- < PIE *leu̯kó- ‘bright, shiny,’ but the sequence *-tā is not found 
among the productive Gaulish feminine hypocoristic suffi  xes or suffi  xal conglomerates. 
Nor is it likely that we are dealing with a short name (Kurzname) to an extrapolated 
fi rst member of a compound such as a putative (but unattested) *Louceto-mārā-. Since 
a PCelt. *lou̯k-et- is assured by the relatively abundantly attested Loucetius, also spelled 
Leucetius,2 a linguistically indubitably Gaulish epithet of Mars, the existence of such 
a compound is, of course, more than a theoretical possibility. It is true that it is exactly 
in such a quintisyllable that weakening and even syncope of the auslauting sequence 
-et-o- would be expected and both are in fact even assured by cases such as -

 [Corpus, NOR, 155] and -  [CIL, 3, 3325], perhaps also - 
[CIL, 12, 731] [see Sims-Williams, 2015, 325]. This would, however, be a unique case 
of a Kurzname refl ecting late and sporadic phonetic changes of its derivational base. 
An evolution envisaged as *Lou̯ceto-mārā > *Lou̯cit(o)-mārā → *Lou̯citā thus rather 
fails to convince as an elegant solution. Taken at face value, this leaves us with two 
distinct possibilities as to the name’s etymological interpretation.

2.1. Towards an etymological proposal 1
Under the caveat that ‹i› in an inscriptional attestation of an etymologically 

opaque Celtic word must be considered ultimately ambiguous, one of the conceiv-
able theoretical possibilities would be to project the name back to the feminine form 

 2 Both from Germania superior, including two singular attestations with ‹ou› from Britain [CIL, 7, 
36 = RIB, 1, 140] and Gallia Lugdunensis [CIL, 13, 3087]. See [Scheungraber, 2020, 357–359] for a full 
and up-to-date list of attestations.
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of a thematic adjective *leu̯k-ḗ  t-o- > PCelt. *lou̯k-īt-o-.3 Such an explanation would have 
to start from PIE *leu̯k-é-t- ‘the bright one,’ an externally derived individualisation 
of the underlying denominal possessive *leu̯k-ó- ‘bright,’ functionally comparable 
to the standard transition to a nasal stem, in this particular case actually refl ected 
in  from Dunaújváros [RIU, 5, 1224] < *leu̯k-ó-n- ‘id.’. This type of derivative 
behaves as a descriptively hysterodynamic base and can be immediately paralleled 
with the likes of Gr. ἀργής, -έτ- ‘white; shiny, bright; fl ashing, gleaming.’ The latter 
goes back directly to *H2erǵ-é-t-, itself derived from *H2erǵ-ó- = Gr. ἀργóς ‘white; 
bright; fl ashing (quick)’.4 As is well established, the nominative singular of such and 
other dental stems regularly ended in PIE *-ēs by early assimilation and degemination 
of the cluster *ts (followed by analogical but systematic lengthening of the suffi  xal 
vowel in imitation of the resonant stems, where such compensatory lengthening was 
the result of Szemerényi’s Law). As is clearly demonstrated by the parallel Greek 
declensional pattern ἀργής, -ῆτ-, the length of the suffi  xal vowel could undergo sub-
sequent generalisation in the individual branches, the same levelling process being 
also securely attested for Celtic in just such a stem. As unambiguously shown by its 
steady high front vowel in the root as the result of raising (*e > *i /__V[+high]) and 
the Primitive Irish attestation  (Gsg.) > fi leth /f’il’əθ/, OIr. fi li ‘seer; poet’ < 
*u̯ilīh < PCelt. *u̯elīs < PIE *u̯elēs (Nsg. to *u̯el-é-t-) is a solid proof that inherited 
stems in -et- obviously underwent a comparable sort of ablaut fl attening. Note, 
however, that the synchronically productive group of dental derivatives in -et- (all 
deverbal agent nouns) typically end in *-ï < -eh < *-et-s in the Nsg. and accordingly 
display a steady *-et- throughout the oblique stem.5 Since PCelt. *lou̯k-ī-t- would 
most certainly have belonged to the recessive type, quite possibly with the proper-
ties of a lexicalised petrifact, the survival of the albeit secondary but nevertheless 
synchronically unproductive length in the suffi  x is at least feasible. That being said, 
a PCelt. *lou̯k-ī-t- as the derivational base of *lou̯k-īt-ā- convinces only if the latter 
represents the refl ex of a synchronically productive type of feminine.

 3 Note that since this is a name, we could also be dealing with an athematic *leu̯k-ḗ  t-. To this Loucita 
would then quite unproblematically represent an instance of a short name of the type observable in the case 
of  (to *nerto- ‘strength’), or  (to *gi̯amo- ‘winter’).

 4 As an aside, note that despite the otherwise well-founded doubts as to the existence of such a the-
matic adjective in the case of PIE *H2erg̑-, Gr. ἀργóς being also derivable from *arg-ró- by dissimilation, 
the Histrian river name Argao* (most likely from *H2erg̑-o/eH2-u̯o-n-) decisively shows that such a base 
was in fact available in the proto-language (see [Repanšek, 2014a] for the etymology).

 5 A distribution not paralleled by the refl exes of holodynamic t-stems (synchronic ot-stems), which 
exhibit a unitary asymmetry between the Nsg. in *-ūs < *-ōs < **-ot-s (as proved by Brythonic and in-
directly by Goidelic) and oblique *-ot-. Note here that Riekenʼs proterodynamic type *CéC-ot-/*CC-ét-s 
[Rieken, 1999, 92], set up to explain the diff erence in the ablaut between, e.g., Lat. teges, -et- ‘roof’ and 
Goth. mitaþs*, -ad- ‘measure,’ does not exist. The teget-type is clearly based on a thematic stem (by nature 
incapable of quantitative ablaut) and as such does not belong together with the likes of PGmc. *metað- or, 
for that matter, PCelt. *lukot- ‘mouse,’ which is obviously deradical.
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There are two pieces of parallel evidence that could speak in favour of such 
an interpretation. The fi rst is Ptolemy’s rendering of a Goidelic river name Ἀργίτα, 
which could conceivably stand for Early Goidelic *Argītā < PCelt. *argītā < *arg-
ēt-ā- (as already suggested by [de Bernardo Stempel, 2000, 103]) ← PIE *H2erǵ-é-t-. 
The alternative hypothesis, originally proposed by [Pokorny, 1950, 130] and defended 
by [Sims-Williams, 2000, 6] as well as myself [Repanšek, 2014b, ft. 24], would rather 
see in this attestation an Early Goidelic /Argæ̃dā/ < PCelt. *Argantā < *H2erǵ-n̥t-e-H2- 
(to PIE *H2erǵ-n̥t-ó- ‘silvery’), but this admittedly rests more or less on the fact that 
there are numerous parallels to such a vr̥ddhied nt-derivative (especially productive 
in toponymy),6 whereas *arg-ḗ  t-ā- as a derivational type cannot really be brought 
in line with any other available Celtic data (especially since a direct comparison with 
Loucita would create a circular argument). It is to be noted, however, that Ptolemy’s ‹ίτ› 
in this particular entry does not tally well with his ‹Ἐδ› in Ἐδρου for /æ̃dros/ < *Antros, 
which indubitably refl ects the Early Goidelic outcome of *-ant- (> *-ãnt- > *-æ̃nt- > 
*-æ̃d-). This may be a rather strong argument against the *Argantā hypothesis, though 
neither can there be any kind of reassurance that Ἀργίτα indeed refl ects *arg-īt-ā- < 
*arg-ēt-ā-, given that it could also simply go back to a barbātus-type derivative *arg-
i-tā- with a short *i in the internal suffi  x (on which more shortly). Be that as it may, 
due to the ultimate ambiguity of its underlying word formation Ἀργίτα simply cannot 
be used as a secure parallel that would signifi cantly help to account for the morphol-
ogy lurking behind Loucita.

A more promising piece of comparable morphology, however, is the Old Ger-
manic7 female name Vel(a)eda ~ Oὐ[ε]λήδα/βελήδα attested by Tacitus, Cassius Dio 
and Statius (see [Schuhmann, 1999, 136] for the full list of attestations), a form cor-
responding closely to the already mentioned OIr. fi li. Although the original length 
of the vowel in the suffi  x is made uncertain by the discrepancy between the spelling 
(‹ae› = ‹η›), which seems to speak strongly in favour of /ē/, and the metrical evidence, 
which demands a short ĕ,8 it is signifi cant that the overt feminisation here apparently 
involves an accent shift, so *u̯el-t-á̄- > PGmc. *u̯el-ð-á̄-. This stands in stark contrast 
with simple thematisations of similar dental stems, in which the dental suffi  x seems 
to retain the accent. Consider in this respect OE hæle ‘man; hero’ < *hal-ḗ  z (in favour 
of the retention of the old, inherited *-z as opposed to the theoretically possible *hal-ḗ  þ 

 6 Though necessarily reaching back to a time before the generalization of the adjective’s endocentric 
substantivisation ‘silver (metal).’

 7 Pace [Schuhmann, 1999, 137 ff .]. There is absolutely no need to see in this name an early Celtic 
loanword into Germanic. His arguments in favour of an apparently unraised *ē in what he assumes to be 
a genuinely Celtic word do not withstand closer scrutiny.

 8 [Schuhmann, 1999, 137–138] seems to make a good case for favouring the non-metrical evidence 
over Statiusʼ ĕ. I do not think it is at all likely, however, that these diff erence could in any way point to two 
variants of one and the same name [pace Weiss, 2018, ft. 22], since it is not a consonantal stem we are 
dealing with here but a derived, fully fl edged feminine variant, whose derivational base must have been 
fi xed as either *u̯el-eθ- or *u̯el-ēθ-.
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with a restored dental cf. Old Norse halr), oblique helið- < *hal-it- < *hal-ét- versus OE 
helið = OS helið < *haliθa- < *xal-éθ-a- < *kol-ét-o-. The obviously confl icting behav-
iour of the feminine *CEC-ĕ̄t-á̄- as against a purely thematised *CEC-ét-o- in Germanic 
should at least reinforce the possibility that the likes of possible Celtic *arg-īt-ā- and 
*lou̯k-īt-ā-, if they are that, do not go back to any kind of purely structural thematisations 
of underlying *arg-é-t- and *lou̯k-é-t-, in which one would probably expect the e-grade 
of the suffi  x (cf. in this respect the divine epithet Loucetius < *lou̯k-é-t-i̯o- that securely 
attests to a short vowel in the suffi  x). Rather, seeing that we are dealing with female 
names, these should be based directly on *arg-īt- < *arg-ēt- and *lou̯k-īt- < *leu̯k-ēt-. 
Note, however, that in the case of the Proto-Germanic name, a *u̯el-ĕð-á̄- (under this 
scenario unavoidably with a short *e)9 could also be based on an external possessive 
derivative of the underlying feminine abstract noun *u̯el-é-t- ‘seeing,’10 so *u̯el-e-t-ó/
éH2- ‘endowed with seeing’ > ‘seeress,’ in which one would of course expect just such 
an accent shift.11

2.2. Towards an etymological proposal 2
Another and, in terms of its structural transparency, signifi cantly more prom-

ising solution would start from an acrostatic abstract noun *ló/éu̯k-i- ‘brightness,’ 
itself externally derived from *leu̯k-ó- ‘bright’ (> Gr. λευκός ‘shining, resplendent’), 
to which the thematic base lying behind the female name *le/ou̯k-i-te-H2- would 
then represent a substantivisation of an externally derived possessive adjective 
in -to- (the so-called barbātus-type derivative) ‘having brightness’ > ‘bright, lus-
trous’.12 An immediately comparable morphology is found in a set of Indo-Iranian 

 9 This would, however, inevitably mean that the name must have been recorded either prior to the gen-
eral Proto-Germanic raising of unaccented short *e to *i and after the fi xation of the accent on the fi rst 
syllable (*u̯él-ĕð-ā-) or still at the *u̯el-ĕð-- stage, which given the relative lateness of the sources is not 
at all probable and would, moreover, seem to be a rather secure indication of the original length of the suf-
fi xal vowel.

 10 For the type see now [Pinault, 2018, 360].
 11 The same holds true of Loucetius, at least as a theoretical possibility and in case that the latter 

derivative is not superfi cially agentivised (that is to say, equipped with *-i̯o- as the productive Celtic agen-
tival suffi  x upon the equation of the base with the productive synchronic type of agent noun in *CEC-et-, 
on which see [Irslinger, 2002, 46–47; Repanšek, 2014b, 245 ff .]), or even hypocoristic in nature (as is its 
exact Latin equivalent Lūcetius), but in fact based on a possessive adjective in *-(i)i̯o- to the underlying 
abstract *leu̯k-é-t- ‘shining, brightness,’ producing in eff ect an epithet *leu̯k-e-t-(i)i̯o- ‘shiny, bright, lus-
trous’ (→ substantivised as ‘the lustrous’) of a comparable semantic range as *leu̯k-é-t- (→ *leu̯k-ét-i̯o-) 
‘the lustrous one’.

 12 As intimated by the likes of Gr. λοῦσσον ‘pith of the fi r-tree’ < *lóu̯k-i̯-o- ‘of brightness = white-
ness,’ an external possessive derived from an acrostatic substantive could evidently copy the strong-stem 
vocalism of the derivational base (exactly as was the case with endocentric possessives, cf. Gr. πολύ- 
‘much’ for PIE *pélH1-u-/*pl̥H1-éu̯-).
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colour-adjectives *ráu̯dhita- ‘reddish brown, bay’ < *H1ró/éu̯dh-i-to-,13 *ʤhárita- ‘yel-
lowish green’ < *g̑ho/ elH3-i-to-, *HáHita- ‘gleaming, glistening; of variegated colour’ 
< *Hó/ éH- i-to- (?), and *ʧi̯aHitá- ‘bright, white’ < *k̑i̯ó/éH1-i-to-,14 whose essentially 
suffi  xal *-to- seems to be confi rmed by their peculiar feminines in -nī- < *-n-iH2-,15 
which are built directly to *ráu̯dh-i-, *ʤhár-i-, *(H)áH-i-, and *ʧi̯áH-i- (Ved. róhiṇī-, 
háriṇī-, énī- ~ enı́̄-, śyénī-) [see Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1954, 327, 591], and whose 
accent, being bound to the full-grade root16 in what was to all purposes a possessive 
adjective,17 speaks strongly in favour of an acrostatic derivational base.

It should be noted that these examples are not normally viewed as barbātus-type 
possessives but rather as thematic possessive adjectives to feminine t-stem abstracts;18 
that is to say *H1réu̯dh-i-t- ‘redness’ (itself based on *H1réu̯dh-i-/*H1rudh-éi̯- ‘having 
redness’) → *H1reu̯dh-i-t-o- ‘having redness.’19 The only unambiguous proof of this 
type, however, comes from RV X.112.3ab háritvatā várcasā sū́riyasya / śréṣṭhai 
rūpáis tanúvaṁ̆ sparśayasva “Let your body be touched by the most beautiful shapes 
of the sun, by the (sun’s) goldenness, possessing lustre,” where hárit- ‘goldenness’ vel 
sim. as the derivational base of the possessive adjective in -vant- and thus by neces-
sity substantival in nature stands in stark (and also unique) contrast to Ved. harít- 
‘the golden/tawny one (sc. horse/mare)’ < *g̑helH1/3-i-t-.20 Since one cannot be certain 
that this is not in fact a nonce formation, back-derived from harít- itself, and because 
other examples of allegedly comparable word formation usually adduced in support 

 13 hárita- (fem. háriṇī-) appears exclusively as a substantivised adjective ‘a/the russet (sc. horse/cow)’ 
in the R̥gveda (cf. the predominant use of éta- ~ énī-), but note that such usage is evidently secondary and 
not attested at all for hárita- ‘golden (as an equivalent of hári-); yellowish green.’

 14 The *-i- as the suffi  x proper is assured by YAv raoiδita- ‘red,’ zairita- ‘yellowish green,’ and aēta- 
‘patchy’ as well as by Ved. e < *aHi in both éta- and śyetá-.

 15 Otherwise only met with in pát-nī- ‘mistress’ (to páti- ‘master’) and in gamonyms to thematic stems 
such as índra- → indrāṇı́̄- ‘Indra’s consort’ in imitation of *dei̯u̯-ó- ‘of the sky’ (itself a genitival = vr̥ddhi 
derivative of *di̯-eu̯-/*di̯-u- ~ *di-u̯-) → *dei̯u̯-o=H1-no/e-H2- ‘of the one of the sky’ (with the logical 
switch to Indo-Iranian *-ı́̄- in what was reinterpreted as an athematic derivational base).

 16 *ʧi̯aHitá- is not really an exception since it very obviously copies the accent of its near synonym 
*ʧu̯ai̯t-á- ‘bright white’ < PIE *k̑u̯ei̯t-ó-. 

 17 In other words, clearly not as a result of endocentric substantivisation (contrast the likes of Ved. 
párvata- ‘mountain, rock’ ← *per-u̯n̥-tó-, śrómata- ‘renown’ ← * k̑leu̯-mn̥-tó-, etc.). 

 18 See especially [Pinault, 1980, 32; Klingenschmitt, 1992, 133; Widmer, 2005, 179; Pinault, 2011, 
155–156; Steer, 2015, 129–130; Nussbaum, 2017, 261].

 19 One would, however, probably expect end accentuation in such a possessive, cf. Ved. hemantá- 
‘winter’ < *‘having the state of being during winter (time)’ < *g̑hei̯m-en-t-ó- (not a genitival derivative!) 
← *g̑hei̯m-én-t- (= Hitt. gimmant- ‘winter time’ under one view of things), PGmc. *su̯erða- ‘sword’ 
< *s(H2) u̯- er-t-ó- *‘having the state of being (in) sharp(ness)’ ← *s(H2)u̯-ér-t- [see Nikolaev, 2009, esp. 474].

 20 Normally without the accompanying nouns except for RV IX.107.8c and RV I.115.3a, where its 
head viz. áśva- ‘horse/mare’ is overtly expressed. This is matched perfectly by rohít- ‘the bay one’ (usually 
referring to a mare and later on in AV IV.4.7 and in the Brahmanas (e.g. TS VI.1.6.5, ABr. III.33, JBr. 
III.262) specifi cally to a deer/female antelope) and follows naturally from the fact that both are individ-
ualised i-stem adjectives. 
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of *CéC-i-t- type abstracts, viz. PGr. *mél-i-t- ‘honey’ < *mél-i-t-, *álph-i-t- ‘barley-
meal’ < *álbh(H2)-i- t-, are much more likely to go back to individualised i-stem 
adjectives *mél-i-t- ‘the dark one’21 (to *mél-i- ‘dark (in colour)’ ← *mél-i- ‘darkness 
(of colour)’) and *álbh(H2)-i- t- ‘the white one’ (to *álbh(H2)-i- ‘white’ ← *álbh(H2)- i- 
‘whiteness’ ← PIE *albh(H2)ó- ‘bright white’) than to *mél-i-t- ‘darkness (of colour)’ 
and *álbh(H2)-i-t- ‘whiteness,’ the analysis proposed above would seem to be a very 
reasonable, if not an altogether safer alternative. It is true that the accent placement 
of Vedic adjectival harít- and rohít- does not match their formal Greek parallels (note 
that recessive accent is also confi rmed by PGmc. *méliða- ‘honey’ — a secondary, 
purely structural thematization of *mél-i-t-), while it is exactly the substantival hárit-* 
that appears to do so. But this discrepancy is easily explicable if one considers that 
the derivational base of the individualised -i-t- formation was in fact a proterodynamic 
i-stem adjective (for harít- directly confi rmed by Ved. hár-i-/hár-ay- ‘golden (in col-
our)’ < *g̑hélH3-i-/*g̑hl̥H3-éi̯-), so that *CéC-i-/*CeC-éi̯- → *CéC-i-t- ~ *CeC-í-t-; else, 
*álbh-i-t- as opposed to *H1reu̯dh-í-t- etc. (which, even synchronically, is still very much 
an adjective, albeit a defi nite form of that) could also well exhibit overt substantivisa-
tion by way of accent retraction. However that may be, it can defi nitely be proposed 
that if what is true in the case of PIE *H1reu̯dh- ‘(to be/make) red’:

*H1reu̯dh- ‘(to be/make) red’ 
  → abstract *H1róu̯dh-o- 
  → internally derived possessive *H1rou̯dh-ó- (*H1reu̯dh-ó-) 
   → abstract *H1róu̯dh-i-/*H1réu̯dh-i- 
    → externally derived possessive *H1réu̯dh-i-to-
    → internally derived possessive *H1réu̯dh-i-/*H1rudh-éi̯- 
      → individualisation *H1réu̯dh=í-t- 
     ?→ abstract *H1réu̯dh=i-t- 
      ?→ externally derived
             possessive *H1réu̯dh=i-t-o-

and PIE *g̑helH3- ‘(to be)? greenish yellow’:

*g̑helH3- ‘(to be)? greenish yellow’ vel sim. 
  → abstr. *g̑hólH3-o-
  → int. poss. *g̑he/olH3-ó-
   → abstr. *g̑hólH3-i-/*g̑hélH3-i- 
    → ext. poss. *g̑hélH3-i-to-
    → int. poss. *g̑hélH3-i-/*g̑hl̥H3-éi̯- 
      → indiv. *g̑hélH3=í-t- 
     ?→ abstr. *g̑hélH3=i-t- 
      ?→ ext. poss. *g̑hélH3=i-t-o-,

 21 Cf. [Meier-Brügger, 2014, 203] for a similar opinion.
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it is reasonable to conclude that the same must also hold for PIE *leu̯k-/*luk- ‘become 
bright, shine forth (ingress.)’:

*leu̯k-/*luk- ‘become bright, shine forth (ingress.)’ 
→ abstr. *lóu̯k-o- ‘brightness, light’ (→ nom. loci ‘clearing,’ cf. PGmc. *lau̯xa-, etc.)
  → int. poss. *leu̯k-ó- ‘having brightness, light’
   → abstr. *leu̯k=é-t- ‘shining’ (→ ext. poss. *leu̯k-e=t-ó-/?-(i)i̯o-)
   → indiv. *leu̯k=é-t- ‘the shining, bright one’ (+/– thematisation)
   → fem. abstr. *lóu̯k-i-/*léu̯k-i- ‘shining, brightness’ 
    → ext. poss. *léu̯k=i-to- ‘having brightness,’
             *léu̯k-(i)i̯o- ‘id.,’ etc.
    → int. poss. *léu̯k-i-/*luk-éi̯- ‘id.’
      → indiv. *léu̯k=í-t- ‘the one
          having brightness’
     ?→ fem. abstr. *léu̯k-i-t- ‘brightness’
      ?→ ext. poss. *leu̯k-i-t-o- ‘having brightness.’

The likelihood of Loucita to be so derived would of course increase if one were 
able to point to the existence of the underlying derivational base within Celtic itself 
(be it the proterodynamic i-stem adjective, such as the pair hári- vs. hárita- in the case 
of Vedic, or the i-stem abstract). As it turns out, such evidence does indeed seem 
to be available viz. the fi rst member of a dithematic female name -  [CIL, 
3, 5265 = AIJ, 57 = RICA, 143] attested at Celeia (if taken at face value and not 
as a case of weakening of an — otherwise unrecorded — *Leu̯ko-mārā).22 It goes 
beyond a well-established fact that cases of spellings with ‹eu› in the Latin alphabet 
of what would otherwise be expected to consistently show up in the written sources 
as ‹ou› for PCelt. *ou̯ < *eu̯, *ou̯, *uu̯ (the latter more specifi cally /__V[–i]) are 
hardly unusual as far as Gaulish (predominantly) appellative material is concerned. 
Since it seems to have been solely *eu̯ that occasionally fails to surface as ‹ou› in our 
sources, never an etymological *ou̯ (cf. [Sims-Williams, 2007, 313] for the observa-
tion), such instances cannot be dismissed as mere spelling variants. As I tried to show 
in [Repanšek, 2020, 94–95], ‹eu› in Gaul.  (3 sg. act. pf. ‘has given/bestowed’) 
is probably best understood as a residual spelling in a stereotyped verbal form, which 
would imply that ‹eu› for old, inherited *eu̯ is probably best seen as a case of archaic/
archaising spelling. This, however, will hardly satisfy as an explanation in the case 
of an isolated personal name such as ,23 especially in an area where 

 22 For the discussion of the phenomenon see [Sims-Williams, 2013, 38–40]. If -  [CIL, 3, 
11646] is a case in point and should indeed be interpreted as a purely phonetic variant of * - , 

- for possibly original * - then fi nds a perfect parallel. Since the inscription is relatively late 
(2nd c. AD), this possibility simply cannot be ruled out. 

 23 On the other hand, such an approach could probably off er a convincing enough account for sim-
ilar oscillations in the case of the epithet  ~ , given that the latter belongs to a very 
diff erent onomastic category.
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contemporaneous cases of ‹ou› for PIE *eu̯ seem to be equally commonly attested 
(bear in mind, though, that Loucita ~ Locita is not necessarily a case in point; as was 
shown above, the latter derivative could just as easily refl ect an original o-grade, 
provided it indeed goes back to *lóu̯k-i-to-).24 Coupled with the fact that in the same 
onomastic area the place-name Neuiodunum for expected *Nouiodunum < Gaul. 
*Nou̯(i)i̯o- exhibits the exact same trait, it is reasonable to think that at least for 
the purposes of the Norico-Pannonian Namenlandschaft interference from the side 
of Pannonian cannot be a priori excluded. But would this then mean that in case 
the name is not altogether Gaulish,  is a hybrid?25 Or that one can still 
indirectly see it refl ecting a Gaul. *lou̯ki- though one overlaid by the phonetic shape 
of a genuinely Pannonian *leu̯ki-? In such an event, the fi rst alternative would seem 
far less attractive, since Neuiodunum also does not look like a proper vox hybrida 
(if it is, this would be a unique case of an autochthonous adjective being compounded 
with Gaul. *dūnon).
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ABBREVIATIONS

Sources
ABr. Aitareya-Brāhmaṇa
AV Atharvaveda
JBr. Jaiminīya-Brāhmaṇa

RV R̥gveda
TP Tabula Peutingeriana
TS Taittirīya-Saṁ̆hitā

Languages
Gaul. Gaulish
Goth. Gothic
Gr. Ancient Greek
Hitt. Hittite
Lat. Latin
OE Old English
OIr. Old Irish

OS Old Saxon
PCelt. Proto-Celtic
PGmc. Proto-Germanic
PGr. Proto-Greek
PIE Proto-Indo-European
Ved. Vedic
YAv. Young Avestan

Grammatical labels
abstr. abstract
act. active voice
ext. poss. externally derived possessive
fem. feminine 
Gsg. genitive singular
indiv. individualisation

ingress. ingressive 
int. poss. internally derived possessive
nom. nominative 
Nsg. nominative singular
pf. perfect 
sg. singular
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LOUCITA: К ЭТИМОЛОГИИ ОДНОГО ЖЕНСКОГО ИМЕНИ 
НОРИКО-ПАННОНСКОГО ОНОМАСТИЧЕСКОГО АРЕАЛА

Статья посвящена галльскому женскому имени Loucita (вар. Locita и, возможно, 
Lucita, если последнее вообще входит в эту группу), отмеченному в норико-паннонском 
ономастическом ареале и представляющему особый интерес с точки зрения слово-
образования. Трудно найти однозначные параллели для такого деривата в кельтской 
ономастике — единственным возможным кандидатом можно считать гойдельский 
потамоним Ἀργίτα, записанный Птолемеем. Вне кельтского материала потенциальной 
параллелью может быть имя германской пророчицы Vel(a)eda, если возводить его 
к *elētā- (что вероятно, но не исключает и других возможностей), из чего неизбежно 
следует, что Loucita < *lek-ēt-ā- должно каким-то образом базироваться на форме кос-
венного падежа с долготой суффиксального гласного (*lek-ēt-), распространившейся 
на всю парадигму из формы им. п. ед. ч., где эта долгота является унаследованной. 
Поскольку категория лексикализованных, на синхронном уровне непродуктивных 
атематических *-et-основ в кельтском обычно представляет собой именно этот фено-
мен, эта этимологическая интерпретация не может быть отвергнута как невозможная. 
В любом случае, допустима и другая интерпретация: Loucita может представлять собой 
суффиксальное производное от абстрактного имени *lok-i-/*lek-i- ‘яркость, блеск’ 
(в свою очередь, образованного путем суффиксации от тематического притяжательного 
прилагательного *lek-ó-) по типу barbātus — *lek-i-to- ‘имеющий блеск’. Послед-
нее демонстрирует такую же словообразовательную модель, которая обнаруживается 
у индоиранских прилагательных, обозначающих цвет, однако эти лексемы, вопреки 
общему мнению, скорее всего, не являются тематическими притяжательными прила-
гательными от абстрактных имен на *-t-, образованных от прилагательных i-основы, 
доказательства существования которых кажутся слишком малочисленными. Тем 
не менее, независимо от принимаемой этимологической интерпретации, имя Loucita 
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является важным дополнением к праиндоевропейскому типу дериватов (с не просто 
структурной тематизацией!) на *-ito-, на настоящий момент однозначно выявленному 
только в индоиранском.

К л ю ч е в ы е  с л о в а: кельтские языки, галльский язык, праиндоевропейский 
язык, норико-паннонский ономастический ареал, антропонимия, словообразование, 
этимология.
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